Normal amniotic fluid volume across gestation: Comparison of statistical approaches in 1190 normal amniotic fluid volumes.
Ultrasound estimation and evaluation of amniotic fluid volume (AFV) is an important component of pregnancy surveillance and fetal well-being. The purpose of this study was to compare and contrast four statistical methods used to construct gestational age-specific reference intervals for the assessment of AFV. A total of 1095 normal AFV derived from four studies that measured AFV using dye-dilution or direct measurement at the time of hysterotomy were used to construct reference intervals using polynomial regression, quantile regression, Royston and Wright mean and SD, and Cole's lambda mu sigma (LMS) methods. The 2.5th, 5th, 50th, 95th, and 97.5th centiles were derived for each statistical method. AFV increased curvilinearly from 15 gestational weeks and onward. Based on the 50th centile, the maximum value occurred at 30 weeks' gestation for the polynomial regression and mean and SD methods while the maximum was achieved at week 31 for the quantile regression and LMS methods. When data were sparse, the quantile regression method produced dramatically different estimates at the higher centile. The four statistical methods produced similar results at gestational ages in which AFV was high. The quantile regression approach, however, produces results that are more reflective of the data when the data are sparse. Given the flexibility and robustness of the quantile regression method, we recommend its use in constructing reference intervals when the interest lies in the tails of the reference distribution.